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the film is cleverly structured to exploit the global economic recession and what has happened to the
well-paid middle-class in delhi. mohit is laid off in the middle of the film, and we don't know if he will
be able to get back on his feet, or if he'll eventually have to accept that he's no longer secure in his

employment. the film is smart enough to avoid depicting the working class as a bunch of
downtrodden whiners, and it is right to point out that the government is imposing austerity

measures to balance the budget. but, by default, bewakoofiyaan 2 ends up depicting the well-paid
middle class as the real victims of the recession. not to be outdone by the overtly angst-ridden
dialog of bewakoofiyaan, manjhi is also a fairly heavy-handed creature: his relationship with the
bottle is the most prominent aspect of his storyline, and his status as a local hero is at least as

transparent as the halo of martyrdom he wears on his head. here are some things that it is possible
that the producers of bewakoofiyaan were unaware of: 1) that they were filming in the midst of the

worst industrial action in the history of india's national federation of indian unions, which has brought
many industries to a standstill; 2) that the absolute lowest point of the struggle is likely to be

reached in the next few days, when the government plans to cut off state-run electricity to the
country's strikes. 3) that manjhi has emerged as a real political force, with his party now the official
opposition to the ruling indian national congress, and that this will complicate the story they were

attempting to tell, which is ostensibly about the power of a good man's emotional redemption.
because of this, and because they are feeling a bit constrained by manjhi's celebrity, they have

chosen to play with the juxtaposition of manjhi's heroism and his use of alcohol, as if to reassure the
public that he is, well, like most of us.
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it also considers itself to be at least a bit more enlightened than the kind of cheap romcom it appears
to set out to be. "indian women are submissive, they will do anything for you," muffy (played by a

thin kim sharma) tells mayera after she catches her shopping for a period of time; we're then
informed that she doesn't like financial independence, period. which is true enough if it's what she

wants, but what if it's not, and she just happens to be working for a jolly corporation that supports a
lavish lifestyle for its employees? eventually, mayera does prove to be the exception, and

bewakoofiyaan chooses to hold up a small glass vial of truth serum when she catches rishi, wearing
an earpiece, at the party given in honor of her father's promotion. "you know how i'm traditional,"
v.k. tells her, before conceding that he would rather not know if he's getting what he wants in the
end, and demanding she throw the party in a day. the party goes a big hoot, and the plug is pulled
on bewakoofiyaan two-fold: the film has reached its climax, and it has reached its climax by telling
us everything we needed to know. sure, you could still watch it for something to do, but it would be

like meeting an empty promise halfway. you'd certainly be better off just watching the next big
hollywood comedy. the cast works its way between perfectly acceptable and gloriously cheesy, but
this is where the film's ill-fated journey into self-awareness starts to go wrong. it knows there is real
talent involved in the romantic comedy genre; it tries to do something about it, and it doesn't work.
rishi kapoor's corn-fed, slightly stately, extraordinarily likable brand of male idealism works like a

dream against sonam's wonderfully bouncy and bubbly one, who tends to know exactly where she
stands but wants the world to see her soft-hearted side. when they get into their wedding scene, the
film finally allows us to watch them giggle and act in perfect harmony, and it is adorable and lovely

and just the kind of scene that would make a line of bollywood co-productions sell on blu-ray.
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